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+x& :3 Rich4: does that fail? akik: no Rich4: can you pastebin the output of "pkgbuild"? Rich4: is the ethernet plugged in? Rich4: the binary is
gone? akik: I guess so Rich4: maybe try to delete /usr/local/lib/libminnet.so and see if it builds akik: that would be a circular dependencie. One
gives the other Rich4: it was trying to link against the ethernet library akik: Either way, it just needs the ethernet library to be present. Unplug it
akik: Yes, but they don't understand that. They think that it is circular I had to link with libminnet in order to link with libminet younder: yes,
it's circular dependency akik: Yes, but the ethernet library is only optional. It is to make the C compiler happy. Rich4: try to delete
/usr/local/lib/libminnet.so Rich4: and maybe remove all -dev packages akik: Also it is the non-optimal solution. do I just remove all dev? like
my own libminnet? Rich4: "sudo apt-get purge libminet*" also do I need to remove my own source code and all development stuff too Rich4:
what are you trying to do? I'm trying to make Minetest network transparent, but it depends on libminet I can compile it without it, but there's
like

July 1st, 2020 - This is the production version of the OctaneRenderâ„¢ 2020.1 plug-in for LightWaveâ„¢ ... ... rprise.zip (217 MB).
OctaneRender 2020.1 includes bug fixes and improvements... ... OctaneRender version 2020.1 with full support for Windows 10 x64 and
Windows 10 x86 and Windows 10 x64 and Windows 10 x86 June 5, 2020 â€” After almost three years of development, the release of the
open ... ... 2019.1). The new version continues to improve performance and stability ... ... The Octane Renderer version 2019.1.0 has been
released with full support for ... ... fffad4f19a
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